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12/18/2023 12:11 PMSimply Downsized <anna=simplydownsized.com@send.aweber.com>

Downsizing Advice for January
To Jess <support@hometransitionpros.com>  

Hi Jess! 
 
Are you ready to elevate your living space and simplify your lifestyle? This
month we’re bringing you some insightful articles to help you do just that!
Discover the secrets to downsizing effectively with our 'Three Feet Rule' for a
low-stress downsizing experience. Plus, learn how to make small spaces feel
grand with full-scale decor tips. Lastly, explore the current values of long
beloved Waterford Crystal Stemware.
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The Three Feet Rules for
Downsizing
Wondering where to start on
your downsizing journey? This
blog offers practical advice for
those moving to a smaller
home by prioritizing items
within three feet of your daily
living spaces. This approach
aims to simplify the downsizing
process by focusing on what's
truly important and frequently
used.

Read More

How to Use Full-Scale Decor
to Make a Small Space Feel
Bigger
Here’s a fresh perspective on
decorating. This article
suggests embracing larger
furniture pieces to create an
illusion of more space, rather
than defaulting to smaller
items. It also provides practical
tips like using vertical space
wisely and choosing simple
wall treatments to enhance the
sense of openness.

Read More
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What’s It Worth: Waterford
Crystal Stemware
Waterford Crystal stemware, a
symbol of elegance and luxury,
has a rich history dating back
to 1783. This article provides
insights into its worth, how to
identify genuine pieces, and
the difference between classic
Waterford and Marquis by
Waterford.

Read More

We'll save you time, energy,
and money.

 
Are you thinking about
downsizing this winter?  Call
us first for free advice and
experienced guidance for your
downsizing move.

Schedule a Free Call

Anna Novak
Simply Downsized

Serving the Washington DC Metro Area

Anna@SimplyDownsized.com
 

 

6503 Waterway Dr
Falls Church VA 22044
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